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- tra�c congestion (number of vehicles increased 300% over the past 20 years) 

- ill-planned public transportation (radial pattern does not match city layout) 

- increased air pollution (SLP is among the 10 most air-polluted cities in México) 

- decrease in quality of life (particularly for low-income social groups , they spent 
    25% of their salary)San Luis Potosí, México current situation

sustainable mobility for San Luis Potosí
Generate a backbone or main axis of sustainable mobility using electric 
trains on lines  running parallel to existing freight rail lines that cross the 
city from north to south.m
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project´s integral strategy
sustainable
 mobility 

Transportation will serve as a tool to create public spaces, induce economic efficiency and promote social justice

- 18 km
- 22 stations
- estimated users: 210,000 per day

mixed use corridor that combines public transportation, a 
network of pedestrian trails, bycicle lanes, and a liner park. 
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- connectivity
- accessibility

- mixed uses
- high density
  housing

- public spaces
- green areas
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s: - 45% reduction in travel time
- 20% reduction in transportation cost for end users
- 15 km of new bycicle lines
- reduction of environmental pollution  

profesor: Gabriela Lee, MPDU: Maestría en Proyectos para el Desarrollo Urbano, 
UIA. Universidad Iberoamericana Ciudad de México

The project’s insertion is conducive to urban development and would improve the quality of public transportation   

In addition to providing much needed infraestructure, the project will redevelop underuded urban spaces and advocate non-motorized mobility.    

- increase of high quality public space
- transformation in terms of typology and
  urban landascape along the existing railway
  corridor.

The implementation of this urban rail system for the Metropolitan Area of San Luis Potosí is clearly an asset as well as an opportunity to reorganize public 
transportation and promote sustainable urban development projects   


